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Abstract
In the paper it is shown how an embedding of an ordered $eld F into a formal power series
$eld can be extended canonically to an embedding of any simple extension F(y) of F . Properties
of the extended embedding are studied in detail. Several applications are given. c© 2002 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
Let F be an ordered $eld, v the unique $nest valuation on F compatible with the
ordering (so v(a)¿ v(b) i: n|b|¿ |a| for some integer n¿ 1), V the value group of
v and  the residue $eld of v (so  is archimedean) [5,10,19]. If F ′ is an ordered
extension of F; then the $nest valuation on F ′ compatible with the extended ordering
is an extension of v which we denote also by v. We denote by V ′ and ′ the value
group and residue $eld of the extended v; respectively.
>F denotes the real closure of F . The residue $eld in this case is >; the real closure of
. The value group is >V := the divisible hull of V . Any power series $eld is maximally
complete [9,11,21,25]. >(( >V ))(
√−1)= >(√−1)(( >V )) is algebraically closed, so >(( >V ))
is real closed. The natural valuation on >(( >V )); denoted also by v; is the unique $nest
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valuation on >(( >V )) compatible with the ordering [8]. The following is a summary of
our results.
Suppose a proper embedding (see Section 1 for the de$nition) p : >F → >(( >V )) is
given and F ′ is an ordered extension of F generated by a single element y. We show
there exists a canonically de$ned power series ∈ ′((V ′)) such that p extends to
a proper embedding p :F ′ → ′((V ′)) via y → . Using results of Mourgues and
Ressayre [16] we show that p( >F) truncation closed ⇒ p(F ′) truncation closed. We
also show that p(F) ⊆ ˜((V )) ⇒ ∈ ˜′((V ′)) (˜ denotes the smallest subextension
 ⊆ ˜ ⊆ > closed under adjoining nth roots of positive elements, n¿ 1. Of course, if
=R; then = ˜= >). Roughly, this is what is asked for by MacLane and Schilling
in [14, Final remark]. It allows us to “read o:” the extended value group V ′ directly
from the power series .
In Section 5 we apply this result to show that, modulo natural constraints, the
extended value group V ′ can be prescribed arbitrarily.
In Sections 3 and 4 we point out a natural one-to-one correspondence between
orderings on the polynomial ring >[Y1; : : : ; Y‘];  a given archimedean ordered $eld,
and certain distinguished ‘-tuples (1; : : : ; ‘); i ∈R((Hi)); i=1; : : : ; ‘ where H0 ,→
· · · ,→ H‘; Hi is the product of 2i − 1 copies of (R;+;6) ordered lexicographically,
and “read o:” properties of the ordering from the associated ‘-tuple. Orderings on
>[Y1; : : : ; Y‘] also correspond to ultra$lters of semialgebraic sets in >‘ [4,5], so another
way of describing this result is to say that we have associated a distinguished “ideal
point” (1; : : : ; ‘) to each such ultra$lter.
In Section 6, we apply the analysis in Sections 1 and 2 to investigate which cuts are
realized in a real closed $eld. In particular, we give a valuation theoretic characteriza-
tion of ℵ-saturated real closed $elds, for a cardinal ℵ¿ℵ0 (cf. Theorem 6:2 below).
The results of Sections 1 and 2 are needed throughout the remainder of the paper,
and Section 4 depends on Section 3 as well. Otherwise, the sections are independent of
each other. After the $rst two sections, the reader could continue either with Sections
3 and 4, or with Section 5, or go directly to Section 6, depending on the interest.
1. The embedding theorem
We use the terminology and notation introduced above. Any embedding p : >F →
>(( >V )) is order preserving and consequently also valuation preserving. Since > is
archimedean, the induced embedding of the residue $elds > ,→ > is the identity map-
ping. We say that an embedding p : >F → >(( >V )) is proper if the induced embedding
of value groups >V ,→ >V is the identity mapping, i.e., if v(p(z))= v(z) for all z ∈ >F .
The support of a power series a=
∑
∈ >V ax
 ∈ >(( >V )) is the set {∈ >V | a =0}. This
is well ordered by de$nition. A power series b=
∑
∈ >V bx
 is a truncation of a power
series a=
∑
∈ >V ax
 if there exists 0 ∈ >V ∪ {∞} such that
b =
{
a if ¡0;
0 if ¿ 0:
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We write b=(a)¡0 in this case. A sub$eld K of a power series $eld >(( >V )) is said
to be truncation closed if every truncation of every element of K belongs to K [16].
Theorem 1.1. Suppose F ′=F(y); an ordered extension of F; and p : >F → >(( >V )) is
a proper embedding. Then there is a canonically de6ned power series ∈ ′((V ′))
(depending on y) such that
(1) p extends to a proper embedding p :F ′ → ′((V ′)) via y → :
(2) If p( >F) is truncation closed; then so is p(F ′).
(3) If p(F) ⊆ ˜((V )); then ∈ ˜′((V ′)). Equivalently; p(F ′) ⊆ ˜′((V ′)); equivalently;
V ′=V1 and ˜′= ˜1 where V1 is the group generated by V and the support of 
and 1 is the 6eld generated by  and the coe9cients of .
The de$nition of  and the proof of part (1) of Theorem 1.1 (see below) seem to
be part of the folklore. Also, as we will show, (2) is a consequence of the results
in [16]. In this sense, the main new result here is (3). It does not seem possible to
improve on (3) in any substantial way. For example, it is not true in general that
p(F) ⊆ ((V ))⇒ ∈ ′((V ′)).
The equivalence of the various conclusions in (3) is pretty clear: Since
p(F ′)=p(F(y))=p(F)() and p(F) ⊆ ˜((V )); it is clear that p(F ′) ⊆ ˜′((V ′))
i: ∈ ˜′((V ′)). From the de$nition of V1 and 1, it is clear that p(F ′) ⊆ ˜1((V1))
so, comparing value groups and residue $elds, V ′ ⊆ V1 and ′ ⊆ ˜1 (so ˜′ ⊆ ˜1).
If p(F ′) ⊆ ˜′((V ′)) then we obviously have the reverse inclusions, so V ′=V1 and
˜′= ˜1. Conversely, if V ′=V1 and ˜′= ˜1 then p(F ′) ⊆ ˜1((V1))= ˜′((V ′)).
We have the following easy consequence of Theorem 1.1 (cf. also [20, Satz 27,
p. 118; Satz 34, p. 124]):
Corollary 1.2. There exists a proper embedding p : >F → >(( >V )) such that
(1) p( >F) is truncation closed.
(2) p(F) ⊆ ˜((V )).
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 1.1, using Zorn’s Lemma.
Denition 1.3. The de$nition of  is complicated by the fact that there are four cases
to consider. If y is algebraic over F; there is a unique F-embedding i :F(y)→ >F pre-
serving the ordering. De$ne =p(i(y)) in this case. We refer to this as the algebraic
case. Suppose now that y is transcendental over F . The ordering on F(y) extends
uniquely to F(y) and, consequently, to the intermediate $eld >F(y). Let
S = {v(y − z) | z ∈ >F}:
We de$ne an element w in >(( >V )) as follows: Suppose ∈ >V . If ¿  for all ∈ S
de$ne w =0. If ¡= v(y− z) for some z ∈ >F; de$ne w to be the coePcient of x
in p(z).
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(Observe: w is independent of the choice of z. If we also have ¡′= v(y − z′);
z′ ∈ >F; then v(p(z)−p(z′))= v(z−z′)¿min{; ′}¿ so the coePcient of x in p(z)
and p(z′) are the same.) De$ne w=
∑
∈ >V wx
.
In what follows, p(z) denotes the coePcient of x in p(z). For z ∈ >F; p(z)∈ >(( >V ))
so {∈ >V |p(z) =0} is well ordered. Consequently, {∈ >V |w =0} is also well
ordered, so w is indeed an element of >(( >V )). Note that w =p(z) for all ¡v(y−z).
Hence, v(w − p(z))¿ v(y − z).
Either S has no largest element or S has a largest element. If S has no largest
element, we de$ne =w. We refer to this as the immediate transcendental case.
Claim 1. In this case; w ∈ p( >F).
For, if z ∈ >F , there exists z′ ∈ >F such that v(y − z)¡v(y − z′). Then v(p(z′) −
p(z))= v(z′ − z)= v(y − z) and v(w − p(z′))¿ v(y − z′)¿v(y − z). Consequently,
v(w − p(z))= v(y − z) =∞; so w =p(z).
This case does not occur if p( >F)= >(( >V )). Suppose now that S has a largest element
. Then there exists z ∈ >F such that v(y−z)=  and w is a truncation of p(z). There are
two subcases: Either ∈ >V or  ∈ >V . Suppose  ∈ >V . In this case we de$ne =w+x
if y¿z and =w − x if y¡z.
Claim 2. This de6nition does not depend on the choice of z.
If we also have z′ ∈ >F , v(y − z′)=  then v(z − z′)¿ . Since  ∈ >V , this forces
v(z − z′)¿, so y − z′ and y − z have the same sign.
We refer to this as the value transcendental case. Finally, suppose ∈ >V .
Claim 3. In this case; there is an unique element r ∈R \ > such that if z ∈ >F; v(y −
z)= ; then z¡y i: p(z)¡w + rx and z¿y i: p(z)¿w + rx.
To prove this, $x z0 ∈ >F such that v(y− z0)=  and a∈ >F such that v(a)= , a¿ 0.
Let r=p(z0)+sp(a) where s∈ ′ is the image of (y−z0)=a in the residue $eld. Since
 is the maximal element of S, s ∈ >, so r ∈ >. (If s∈ > then s is the image of some
b∈ >F , v(b)= 0. Then v(((y− z0)=a)−b)¿ 0, so v(y− (z0 +ab))¿, contradicting the
de$nition of .) Suppose z ∈ >F , v(y−z)= . If z¡y, then (y−z)=a=(y−z0)=a+(z0−
z)=a¿ 0 so, going to the residue $eld, s+ [p(z0) −p(z)]=p(a) ¿ 0, i.e., p(z) ¡ r,
so p(z)¡w + rx. Similarly, if z¿y, then p(z) ¿ r so p(z)¿w + rx. Finally, if
we take z= z0 + ta, t ∈Q; we see that as t runs through Q, p(z) =p(z0) + tp(a)
runs through a dense subset of >. This implies r is unique.
In this case, de$ne =w+ rx. We refer to this case as the residue transcendental
case. This case does not occur if >=R.
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1
We prove part (1) of Theorem 1.1. Every order embedding extends uniquely to the
real closure, so it suPces to prove that the extension of p to F ′ given by y → 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is an order embedding of F ′ into ′((V ′)). This is clear if y is algebraic. If y is
transcendental, one uses the fact that orderings on >F(y) are completely determined by
the associated cuts in >F ; see [7]. The terminology we are using is the following:
Terminology 2.1. A lower cut in an ordered set (I;6) is a subset L of I such that
i6 j and j∈L ⇒ i∈L. The associated upper cut in I is U = I \ L. A cut in I is a
pair (L; U ), where L is a lower cut and U is the associated upper cut.
The lower cut in >F determined by the ordering on >F(y) is {z ∈ >F | z¡y}. Conse-
quently, to prove (1) we are reduced to showing that, for z ∈ >F; z¡y i: p(z)¡ and
z¿y i: p(z)¿. First suppose there exists z′ ∈ >F such that v(y−z)¡v(y−z′). Then
z′−z=(y−z)−(y−z′) has the same sign as y−z. Of course, p(z′)−p(z)=p(z′−z)
has the same sign as z′−z. Also, v(w−p(z′))¿ v(y−z′) and v(−w)¿ v(y−z′), so
v(−p(z′))¿ v(y−z′)¿v(y−z)= v(z′−z)= v(p(z′)−p(z)). So p(z′)−p(z)= (−
p(z)) − ( − p(z′)) has the same sign as  − p(z). Combining these things we see
that −p(z) has the same sign as y− z as required. The other case is where S has a
largest element  and v(y − z)= . If  ∈ >V ; then p(z)=w+ terms of value ¿ so,
for all such z; either y¿z and =w + x ¿p(z) or y¡z and =w − x ¡p(z).
Finally, if ∈ >V then =w + rx and the result is clear from the de$nition of r.
We also need to check that the extended p is proper. This is a consequence of the
following case-by-case analysis:
Note 2.2. (1) In the algebraic case, V ′= >V ; ′= > and everything is clear. (2) In
the immediate transcendental case, =w∈ >(( >V )) so p(F ′) ⊆ >(( >V )). The induced
embedding V ′ ,→ >V is the identity on >V . Thus V ′= >V ; the extended p is proper
and ′= >. (3) In the residue transcendental case, =w + rx so p(F ′) ⊆ (r)(( >V ))
and r ∈ ′. Thus V ′= >V ; the extended p is proper and ′= (r). (4) In the value
transcendental case, =w ± x so p(F ′) ⊆ >(( >V ⊕ Q)). The induced embedding
V ′ ,→ >V ⊕ Q is the identity on >V and sends  to  (since if z ∈ >F is such that
v(y − z)= ; then p(y − z)= − p(z)= ± x+ terms of greater value, so the image
of  is v(p(y− z))= ). Thus V ′= >V ⊕Q; the extended p is proper in this case too
and ′= >.
Thus, the extension of p to F ′ is order preserving and proper in all cases so the
proof of part (1) of Theorem 1.1 is complete.
In proving parts (2) and (3) of Theorem 1.1, there is no harm in identifying >F with
p( >F) and y with . It is also convenient, for later work, to have the following intrinsic
description of .
Denition 2.3. Suppose the embedding >F ⊆ >(( >V )) is proper. We say an element
∈R((H)); H some ordered group extension of >V ; is a distinguished power series for
>F if one of the following holds:
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(1) ∈ >F .
(2) ∈ >(( >V ));  ∈ >F and every proper truncation ()¡ of  is of the form ()¡=
(c)¡ for some c∈ >F .
(3) =w ± x;  ∈ >V and w=(c)¡ for some c∈ >F .
(4) =w + rx; where r ∈R \ >; ∈ >V and w=(c)¡ for some c∈ >F .
Theorem 2.4. Suppose >F ⊆ >(( >V )) is proper. If F ′=F(y) is an ordered extension
of F then the canonically de6ned power series ∈ ′((V ′)) corresponding to y is
distinguished for >F . Conversely; if  ∈R((H)) is distinguished for >F; H some ordered
group extension of >V ; then there exists an ordered extension F ′=F(y) of F such
that  is the canonically de6ned power series corresponding to y.
Proof. The $rst assertion is clear from De$nition 1.3. For the second, take y=  and
order F ′=F(y) via the embedding F ′ ⊆ R((H)). We complete the proof by checking
that the canonically de$ned power series  corresponding to y is equal to y. Let
S = {v(y − z) | z ∈ >F}.
(1) Suppose y∈ >F; i.e., ∞∈ S. Then clearly =y.
(2) Suppose y∈ >(( >V )); y ∈ >F; but every proper truncation (y)¡ of y is of the form
(y)¡ =(z)¡ for some z ∈ >F . Then S has no largest element. (If v(y − z)= ;
z ∈ >F; then picking t ∈ >F; v(t)= ; t=(y − z)x+ terms of higher value, we see
that z′= z + t ∈ >F satis$es v(y − z′)¿.) If ¡v(y − z) for some z ∈ >F; if  ∈
>V ; then y = z =0=w; and, if ∈ >V ; then y = z =w. If ¿S and y =0; then
(y)¡ is a proper truncation of y; so (y)¡ =(z)¡ for some z ∈ >F so v(y−z)¿ ;
contradicting the de$nition of S. Thus, y =w =0 for ¿S. Thus, =w=y.
(3) Suppose that y=w + &x; &= ± 1;  ∈ >V ; and w=(z)¡ for some z ∈ >F . Then
v(y − z)¿ . Also, for any z ∈ >F; z =0 =y = ± 1; so v(y − z)6 . Thus  is
the largest element of S. Also, for any z ∈ >F with v(y− z)= , z¡y i: &=1 and
z¿y i: &=− 1. Thus, =w + &x =y.
(4) Suppose that y=w + rx, r ∈R \ , ∈ >V , and w=(z)¡ for some z ∈ >F . Then
again,  is the largest element of S and, if z ∈ >F , v(y− z)= , then z¡y i: z ¡ r
and z¿y i: z ¿ r. Thus, =w + rx =y.
We return to the proof of Theorem 1.1. To simplify notation, identify >F with p( >F)
and y with . From the way  is de$ned we see that every proper truncation of
 is the truncation of an element of >F . If >F is truncation closed then every proper
truncation of  belongs to >F so, by [16, Lemma 3.4], K = >F() is truncation closed.
In particular, ′ ⊆ K so the $eld L obtained by adjoining to K all elements of ′
is algebraic over K . Also, any proper truncation of an element of ′ is 0∈K so, by
repeated application of [16, Lemma 3.4], L is truncation closed. Thus, x ∈L for all
∈V ′ so the $eld M obtained by adjoining to L all elements x=n, ∈V ′, n¿ 1, is
algebraic over L and, as before, is truncation closed. M has value group V ′ and residue
$eld ′ so, by [16, Lemma 3.5], >M is truncation closed. Since M is algebraic over K ,
>M =F ′. This completes the proof of part (2) of Theorem 1.1.
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Suppose now that F ⊆ ˜((V )). We want to show that ∈ ˜′((V ′)) or, equivalently,
that F() ⊆ ˜′((V ′)). Let Fh denote the henselization of F and let F()h denote the
henselization of F() [21]. We view Fh and F()h as valued sub$elds of the big
algebraically closed valued $eld C((V ′)). Since F ⊆ ˜((V )) and ˜((V )) is henselian,
Fh ⊆ ˜((V )). Similarly, since F() ⊆ ′((V ′)) and ′((V ′)) is henselian, F()h ⊆
′((V ′)). Also, F ⊆ F() so Fh ⊆ F()h.
Claim 1. If c∈F()h is algebraic over F then c∈ ˜′((V ′)).
c is algebraic over Fh and Fh is henselian so, by [21, Theorem 2, p. 236], the degree
of Fh(c) over Fh is equal to the product of the rami$cation index and the residue
degree. Choose d∈Fh(c) such that Fh(d) is unrami$ed over Fh and Fh(c) is totally
rami$ed over Fh(d). We can assume the minimal polynomial f of d over Fh is monic
with coePcients in the valuation ring of Fh. Since F()h is an immediate extension
of F(); the image of d in the residue $eld, call this >d, lies in ′. Since Fh ⊆ ˜((V )),
the coePcients of f are also in ˜((V )). By the existence assertion of Hensel’s Lemma
there exists a root e of f in ˜′((V )) such that >e= >d. By the uniqueness assertion of
Hensel’s Lemma, e=d. Thus d∈ ˜′((V )) so Fh(d) ⊆ ˜′((V )). Suppose  is in the
value group of Fh(c) and y∈Fh(c) is chosen so that v(y)= . Replacing y by −y,
we can assume y¿ 0. There exists an integer n¿ 1 and z ∈Fh(d) such that yn − z
has value greater than n. Thus z=yn(1 + t) where t ∈Fh(c) has value ¿ 0. Fh(c)
is also henselian so (1 + t)1=n ∈Fh(c). Thus z1=n =y(1 + t)1=n ∈Fh(c), and v(z1=n)= .
On the other hand, z ∈Fh(d) ⊆ ˜′((V )) so z= axn(1 + p) for some p∈ ˜′((V ))
of positive value and a∈ ˜′, a¿ 0. Thus z1=n = a1=nx(1 + p)1=n ∈ ˜′((V ′)). Applying
this to a set of generators 1; : : : ; k of the value group of Fh(c) modulo V , we get
elements zi ∈Fh(d) with z1=nii ∈ ˜′((V ′)), i=1; : : : ; k, and Fh(c)=Fh(d; z1=n11 ; : : : ; z1=nkk ).
This implies Fh(c) ⊆ ˜′((V ′)).
This completes the algebraic case. If ∈ >F , then  is algebraic over F so by Claim
1, ∈ ˜′((V ′)). Suppose now that  ∈ >F . To show ∈ ˜′((V ′)) in this case, it suPces
to show the following:
Claim 2. For each ∈ S; there exists c∈F()h algebraic over F with v(− c)¿ .
For, by Claim 2 and the de$nition of w, each term wx appearing in w is a term
of some c∈F()h which is algebraic over F so, by Claim 1, ∈V ′ and w ∈ ˜′.
Thus, w∈ ˜′((V ′)). If S has no largest element, then =w∈ ˜′((V ′)). If S has a
largest element  then, by Claim 2, there exists c∈F()h algebraic over F such that
v( − c)¿ . Since c∈ >F , the de$nition of S implies v( − c)= . (Recall: y and
 are identi$ed now.) Since  − c∈F()h, an immediate extension of F(), this
implies ∈V ′. Thus, if  ∈ >V then =w ± x ∈ ˜′((V ′)). Suppose now that ∈ >V so
=w+ rx for some r ∈R \ >. Pick an integer n¿ 1 such that n∈V and b∈F with
v(b)= n. Then v((− c)n=b)= 0 and (− c)n=b∈F()h, an immediate extension of
F(), so the image of (− c)n=b in the residue $eld belongs to ′ and has the form
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u=(r − s)n=t, where s is the coePcient of x in c and t is the coePcient of xn in b.
Thus, t ∈ ˜ and s∈ ˜′ (by Claim 1) so r ∈ ˜′. Thus, =w+ rx ∈ ˜′((V ′)) in this case
too.
To prove Claim 2, $x ∈ S and d∈ >F such that v(−d)= . Let H =F()h∩ >F . H is
an algebraic extension of Fh, so is henselian. Let e and f denote the rami$cation index
and residue degree of H (d) over H . Pick 1= x1; : : : ; xe ∈H (d) so that v(x1); : : : ; v(xe)
generate the distinct cosets of the value group extension and 1=y1; : : : ; yf ∈H (d) of
value zero such that the residues >y1; : : : ; >yf are a basis for the residue $eld extension.
Thus, ef is the degree of H (d) over H and the xiyj, i=1; : : : ; e, j=1; : : : ; f form
a basis of H (d) over H . Also, by our construction, v(
∑
i; j cijxiyj)=mini; j{v(cijxiyj)}
for any cij ∈H . In particular, if d=
∑
i; j cijxiyj then c= c11 is a ‘best approximation’
of d in H in the sense that v(d−c)¿ v(d−c′) for any c′ ∈H . It remains to prove that
v(−c)¿ . Suppose this is not the case. Say v(−c)= ¡. Then −c= qx+· · · ;
∈ >V , q =0, q∈ >. Then n∈V for some integer n¿ 1 so we have some element
a= txn+: : : in F , t ∈ ˜, t =0. Thus −c and a belong to F()h so (−c)n=a∈F()h,
v((−c)n=a)= 0. The image of (−c)n=a in the residue $eld is qn=t. q and t belong to
> so qn=t is in > so is algebraic over the residue $eld  of F . Thus, by Hensel’s Lemma
applied to F()h, we have an element b in the valuation ring of F()h, algebraic over
F and such that the image of b in the residue $eld is qn=t. Thus, (−c)n−ab has value
¿n so ab=(−c)n(1+p) where p∈F()h has value ¿ 0. Then (1+p)1=n ∈F()h
and ((−c)(1+p)1=n)n = ab is algebraic over F , so (−c)(1+p)1=n is algebraic over
F . Take c′= c+(− c)(1+p)1=n. Thus, v(− c′)¿v(− c) and v(−d)¿v(− c)
so v(d− c′)¿v(− c)= v(d− c). Since c′ ∈H , this contradicts the de$nition of c.
3. Orderings on the polynomial ring "[Y1; : : : ; Y‘]
Let A be a commutative ring with 1. By an ordering on A we mean a subset P of
A such that P + P ⊆ P, PP ⊆ P, P ∪ −P=A, and p:=P ∩ −P (called the support of
P) is a prime ideal of A. Equivalently, an ordering on A is a pair (p;6), where p is
a prime ideal of A and 6 is an ordering on qf(A=p), the quotient $eld of the domain
A=p [4,5,10,15].
Consider the set-up of Theorem 1.1. In the algebraic, immediate transcendental and
residue transcendental cases,  is an element of R(( >V )). In the value transcendental
case,  has the form =w+ &x where &=±1,  ∈ >V belongs to some ordered group
extension of >V and w∈ >(( >V )) is obtained from an element of >F by truncating the
terms with value ¿ . Unfortunately, the value group V ′= >V ⊕Q is only determined
up to isomorphism over >V . If 1 ∈ >V is an element in some ordered group extension
of >V de$ning the same cut in >V as the element , then  → 1 de$nes an order
isomorphism >V ⊕Q ∼= >V ⊕Q1 over >V [23]. Thus, if we use this other group as the
value group, then the power series we obtain changes from =w+&x to 1 =w+&x1 .
This is not very satisfactory. To get a canonical power series  associated to each value
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transcendental ordering, we need a canonical way of choosing the elements  we used
to $ll the various cuts in >V .
For (I;6) a totally ordered set, let H =H(I) denote the Hahn group of rank I .
By de$nition, H is the ordered Abelian group consisting of all functions  : I → R
having well-ordered support with pointwise addition, ordered lexicographically. Denote
by vs : H → I ∪ {∞} the natural set valuation, i.e., vs(0)=∞ and, for ∈H ,  =0,
vs() is the least i such that (i) =0 [6].
Let >I denote the set of all cuts of I . The set I ′= I∪˙ >I has a natural ordering so we can
form the Hahn group H ′= H(I ′). The natural embedding I ,→ I ′ is order preserving
and induces an ordered group embedding H ,→ H ′ preserving the set valuation vs.
Here, we are mainly interested in the case where I is $nite. Note: if |I |= n, then
| >I |= n + 1 so |I ′|=2n + 1. Thus, if we iterate the process, starting with I = ∅, we
obtain a sequence of Hahn groups
H0 ,→ H1 ,→ : : :
de$ned recursively by H0 = H(∅)= {0}, Hi+1 = (Hi)′. We can identify Hi with the
product of 2i − 1 copies of (R;+;6), ordered lexicographically. If we do this, the
embedding Hi ,→ Hi+1 is given by
(r1; : : : ; r2i−1) → (0; r1; 0; : : : ; 0; r2i−1; 0):
Lemma 3.1. Let >V be a (divisible) subgroup of Hi. Then each cut (S1; S2) in >V is
6lled by a canonically de6ned element  in Hi+1.
Proof. The de$nition of  is analogous to the de$nition of  given in Section 1. Let
T = {vs(2 − 1) | 1 ∈ S1; 2 ∈ S2}:
There is a unique element  in Hi such that (j)= 0 if j¿vs(2 − 1) for all 1 ∈ S1
and all 2 ∈ S2, (j)= 1(j) if j¡vs(2− 1) for some 1 ∈ S1 and some 2 ∈ S2 and,
if j is the largest element of T , then 1(j)6 (j)6 2(j) for all 1 ∈ S1 and all 2 ∈ S2
satisfying vs(1 − 2)= j. Note: if T = ∅, i.e., if one of S1; S2 is empty, then =0. If
there does not exist an element ∈ >V such that
(i)=
{
(i) if i∈T;
0 if i ∈ T;
we take = . If such an element ∈ >V exists, then either all such  belong to S1 or
all such  belong to S2. In this case, we take =  ± 1{n}, with the ‘+’ sign if all
these  belong to S1, and the ‘−’ sign if they all belong to S2, where 1{n} denotes
the characteristic function of {n} and n∈ vs(Hi+1) is chosen to $ll the gap between
the last element of T and the $rst element of vs( >V ) greater than the last element of
T . (Note: This makes sense even if ∞ is the only element of vs( >V ) greater than the
last element of T . It also makes sense if T = ∅.) There may be several such n. To get
a canonical , look at the smallest k, 16 k6 i+1 such that there is such an element
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n in vs(Hk). Then, in vs(Hk) there is exactly one such element n, and this is the one
we pick.
Fix an archimedean ordered $eld . Using Lemma 3.1, we will see now that order-
ings on the polynomial ring >[Y1; : : : ; Y‘] are in natural one-to-one correspondence with
certain distinguished ‘-tuples of the form (1; : : : ; ‘), where i ∈R((Hi)), i=1; : : : ; ‘.
These are de$ned recursively. Suppose that (1; : : : ; j) has been de$ned, 06 j¡‘,
Fj ⊆ ˜j((Vj)) and >Fj is truncation closed in >j(( >Vj)), where Fj = (1; : : : ; j), Vj ⊆ Hj
denotes the value group of Fj and j denotes the residue $eld of Fj. Then j+1 is any
element of the set
⋃4
i=1 Si ⊆ R((Hj+1)), where
• S1 = >Fj.
• S2 consists of all ∈ >j(( >Vj)) such that  is not element of >Fj but every proper
truncation of  is an element of >Fj.
• S3 consists of all elements =w ± x,  the distinguished element of Hj+1 corre-
sponding to some cut in >Vj (see Lemma 3.1), w an element of >Fj having no terms
of value ¿ .
• S4 consists of all elements =w+ rx, ∈ >Vj, r ∈R\ >j, w an element of >Fj having
no terms of value ¿ .
In this way, (1; : : : ; j+1) is de$ned. Note: By Theorem 2.4 and parts (2) and (3)
of Theorem 1.1, j+1 ∈ ˜j+1((Vj+1)) and >Fj+1 is truncation closed in >j+1(( >Vj+1)).
Remark 3.2. The sets S1; S2; S3, and S4 correspond to the algebraic, immediate tran-
scendental, value transcendental, and residue transcendental cases, respectively. If >=R
then j = ˜j = >j =R and the set S4 corresponding to the residue transcendental case
is the empty set.
The ordering on >[Y1; : : : ; Y‘] corresponding to the ‘-tuple (1; : : : ; ‘) is de$ned to
be the one induced by the >-algebra homomorphism >[Y1; : : : ; Y‘]→ R((H‘)), Yi → i,
i=1; : : : ; ‘.
Theorem 3.3. The correspondence de6ned above, between distinguished ‘-tuples and
orderings on >[Y1; : : : ; Y‘]; is one-to-one and onto.
Proof. Let Pj =P ∩ >[Y1; : : : ; Yj], 06 j6 ‘ where P is an ordering of >[Y1; : : : ; Y‘].
Suppose, by induction, that there is a unique distinguished j-tuple (1; : : : ; j) de$ning
Pj, 06 j¡‘. Let Fj = (1; : : : ; j) ⊆ ˜j((Vj)). Extensions of Pj to >[Y1; : : : ; Yj+1] are
in one-to-one correspondence with orderings on >Fj[Yj+1]. Orderings of >Fj[Yj+1] having
support = {0} correspond to elements of S1. By Theorem 1.1 (1), Theorem 2.4 and
Lemma 3.1, support {0} orderings of >Fj[Yj+1] correspond to elements of S2 ∪ S3 ∪ S4.
Here, S1; S2; S3; S4 are de$ned as above. Thus we have a unique distinguished j+1-tuple
(1; : : : ; j+1) de$ning Pj+1.
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Note 3.4. (1) The support of the ordering is the kernel of the corresponding mapping
from >[Y1; : : : ; Y‘] to R((H‘)), call this p‘. tr deg(F‘ : ) is the depth of p‘ and ‘− tr
deg(F‘ : ) is the height of p‘. ‘− tr deg(F‘ : ) also counts the number of algebraic
i occuring in (1; : : : ; ‘). The following well-known inequality holds:
tr deg(F‘ : )¿ dimQ( >V‘) + tr deg(‘ :):
dimQ( >V‘) counts the number of value transcendental i. tr deg(‘ : ) counts the
number of residue transcendental i. The di:erence
tr deg(F‘ : )− (dimQ( >V‘) + tr deg(i : ))
counts the number of immediate transcendental i. These assertions are clear from
Note 2.2.
(2) Orderings on >(Y1; : : : ; Y‘), i.e., support zero orderings on >[Y1; : : : ; Y‘], corre-
spond to distinguished ‘-tuples (1; : : : ; ‘), where all of the i are transcendental.
(3) The value group V‘ is generated by the union of the supports of the i, i=1; : : : ; ‘.
˜‘ is the smallest $eld containing  and the coePcients of the i and closed under
taking nth roots of positive elements, n¿ 1.
(4) Every ‘-tuple ( 1; : : : ;  ‘),  i ∈R((H‘)), i=1; : : : ; ‘, gives rise to a >-homomor-
phism >[Y1; : : : ; Y‘] → R((H‘)) via Yi →  i, i=1; : : : ; ‘, and hence to an ordering on
>[Y1; : : : ; Y‘]. Let us view two such ‘-tuples as being equivalent if they de$ne the same
ordering on >[Y1; : : : ; Y‘]. By Theorem 3.3, for any such ‘-tuple ( 1; : : : ;  ‘), there is
a unique distinguished ‘-tuple in the same class. Unfortunately, it seems very diPcult
to describe this distinguished ‘-tuple in any simple way in terms of  1; : : : ;  ‘. In this
sense, the problem poised by MacLane and Schilling in [11, Final remark] remains
unsolved.
(5) For example, the specializations of the ordering [4, p. 35; 5, p. 116] corre-
sponding to a given distinguished ‘-tuple (1; : : : ; ‘) are naturally represented by (not
necessarily distinguished) ‘-tuples (′1; : : : ; 
′
‘), where each 
′
i is a suitable truncation
of i, i=1; : : : ; ‘, but it is diPcult to describe explicitly the distinguished ‘-tuples
corresponding to these specializations.
Example 3.5. Orderings on >[Y ]. Here, H0 = {0}; H1 =R. In the algebraic case, = a;
a∈ >. The immediate transcendental case does not occur. In the value transcendental
case, either =±x−1 (w=0; =−1) or = a±x; a∈ > (w= a; =1). In the residue
transcendental case, = a; a∈R \ > (w=0; =0; r= a).
4. Real places on "[Y1; : : : ; Y‘]
De$ne a 2-character of V‘ to be a group homomorphism 2 : V‘ → {−1; 1}. Every
2-character 2 of V‘ induces an R-automorphism of the $eld R((V‘)) given by f=
∑
ax
→ f2 =
∑
a2()x.
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Remark 4.1. Every 2-character on V‘ factors through the group V‘=2V‘. The group
V‘=2V‘ is $nite. If 1 + 2V‘; : : : ; n + 2V‘ are Z=(2)-independent, then 1; : : : ; n are
Q-independent. Thus, |V‘=2V‘|6 2dimQ(V‘). Consequently, the number of 2-characters of
V‘ is equal to the order of the group V‘=2V‘.
Let A be a commutative ring with 1. A real place on A is de$ned to be a pair (p; 3),
where p is a prime ideal of A and 3 : qf(A=p) → R ∪ {∞} is a place. The real place
associated to an ordering (p;6) of A is (p; 3), where 3 is the real place on qf(A=p)
associated to the ordering 6; see [10,15,19].
Corollary 4.2. If (1; : : : ; ‘) is a distinguished ‘-tuple then; for each 2-character 2 of
V‘; (12; : : : ; ‘2) is a distinguished ‘-tuple. The map 2 → (12; : : : ; ‘2) is injective.
Orderings corresponding to the distinguished ‘-tuples of the form (12; : : : ; ‘2); 2 a
2-character of V‘; all belong to the same real place of >[Y1; : : : ; Y‘] and are the full
equivalence class of orderings belonging to this real place.
Proof. We prove, by induction on j, that (12; : : : ; j2) is a distinguished j-tuple,
j=0; : : : ; ‘. Suppose 06 j¡‘; Fj = >(1; : : : ; j); Fj2 = >(12; : : : ; j2). Let Vj (resp.,
j) denote the value group (resp., residue $eld) of Fj. The automorphism f → f2
is valuation preserving and maps Fj onto Fj2 so Vj (resp., j) is the value group
(resp., residue $eld) of Fj2. There are four cases. (1) j+1 is algebraic over Fj. Then
(j+1)2 is algebraic over Fj2. (2) j+1 ∈ j((Vj)) is not algebraic over Fj but any proper
truncation of j+1 is algebraic over Fj. Then (j+1)2 ∈ j((Vj)) is not algebraic over
Fj2, but any proper truncation of (j+1)2 is algebraic over Fj2. (3) j+1 =w ± x; w
algebraic over Fj with no terms of value ¿ , and  is the distinguished element in Hj+1
corresponding to some cut in Vj. Then (j+1)2 =w2 ± 2()x; w2 is algebraic over Fj2
with no terms of value ¿ , and  is the distinguished element in Hj+1 corresponding
to some cut in Vj. (4) j+1 =w + rx; w algebraic over Fj having no terms of value
¿ ; ∈Vj; r ∈R\j. Then (j+1)2 =w2+ r2()x, w2 is algebraic over Fj2 having no
terms of value ¿ ; ∈Vj, and r2()=±r ∈R\j. Thus, in any case, (12; : : : ; (j+1)2)
is a distinguished j + 1-tuple. The result follows by induction on j.
The real place associated to (1; : : : ; ‘) is clearly the pair (p‘; 3), where p‘ is the
kernel of the >-homomorphism from >[Y1; : : : ; Y‘] to F‘; Yi → i; i=1; : : : ; ‘, and 3
is the composite place
qf
(
>[Y1; : : : ; Y‘]
p‘
)
∼= F‘ ⊆ R((V‘)) 4→R ∪ {∞};
where the isomorphism is the >-isomorphism induced by Yi → i; i=1; : : : ; ‘ and 4
is the canonical place on R((V‘)). Since 4(f2)= 4(f) for any f∈R((V‘)), this is the
same as the place associated to (12; : : : ; ‘2).
V‘ is generated by the elements  such that x appears in some i so, if 2; 5 are
distinct 2-characters of V‘ then j2 =j5 for some j so (12; : : : ; ‘2) =(15; : : : ; ‘5).
The last assertion follows by counting, using the Baer–Krull Theorem, see [15,
Theorem 1.3.2].
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Example 4.3. (1) Real places on >(Y ). In the value transcendental case, V1 =Z so
there are exactly two 2-characters of V1. (Either 2(1)= 1 or 2(1)= − 1.) = a + x
and = a− x have the same associated real place. Also = x−1 and =− x−1 have
the same associated real place. In the residue transcendental case, V1 = {0}, a divisible
group, so the only 2-character of V1 is the trivial one.
(2) For the ordering on >(Y1; Y2) corresponding to
1 = x; 2 =
∞∑
i=1
x1−1=i ;
V1 =Z; V2 =Q. Since V2 is divisible, the only 2-character of V2 is the trivial one.
Remark 4.4. The results in Sections 3 and 4 carry over, in a suitably generalized form,
to orderings on the polynomial ring >F[Y1; : : : ; Y‘]; F an arbitrary ordered $eld; see [26].
5. Building extensions with prescribed value group
We assume F ′=F(y), an ordered extension of F . We choose an embedding p :
>F → >(( >V )) as in Corollary 1.2, and identify F with its image in ˜((V )). Our next
result seems to be well known. In any case, parts (1); (2); and (3) are well known.
Theorem 5.1. V ′ and ′ are restricted as follows:
(1) Algebraic case: V ′=V is 6nite and ′ is a 6nite extension of .
(2) Value transcendental case: V ′=Z⊕W , where Z is in6nite cyclic; W ⊇ V; W=V
is 6nite; and ′ is a 6nite extension of .
(3) Residue transcendental case: V ′=V is 6nite; ′ is a rational function 6eld in one
variable over a 6nite extension of .
(4) Immediate transcendental case: V ′=V is countable torsion; >((V ))* >F if V ′=V is
6nite; and ′ is an algebraic extension of .
Proof. (1) is standard [24, Corollary 2, p. 26; Corollary, p. 52].
(2) Pick b∈F ′ so that v(b) ∈ >V . Then F ′ is a $nite extension of F(b), the value
group of F(b) is V ⊕ Z; = v(b), and the residue $eld of F(b) is . (2) is now
clear, using (1).
(3) Pick b∈F ′; v(b)= 0, so that the image of b in the residue $eld is transcendental
over . Then F ′ is a $nite extension of F(b) and the value group of F(b) is V ; hence
as in (1), V ′=V is $nite. By the Ruled Residue Theorem [17], ′ is a rational function
$eld in one variable over a $nite extension of .
(4) ′ ⊆ > so ′ is algebraic over . For each ∈ >V such that x appears in , there
exists z ∈ >F with v( − z)¿. Thus, if W = the group generated over V by the set
of ∈ >V such that 6  and x appears in , then W=V is $nite. This implies that
V ′=V is the union of an increasing chain of $nite groups, so is countable. If V ′=V is
$nite and >((V )) ⊆ >F then >((V ′)) ⊆ >F , contradicting  ∈ >F .
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Theorem 5.2. Modulo the restrictions imposed by Theorem 5:1; the value group V ′
can be prescribed arbitrarily.
Proof. In cases (1) (2) (3) below, W denotes an ordered group extension of V with
W=V $nite (so W ⊆ >V ).
(1) Algebraic case. Suppose W=V ∼= ⊕si=1 Z=(ei). Let 7i = eii; i=1; : : : ; s where
1; : : : ; s are elements of W corresponding to the natural generators of
⊕s
i=1 Z=(ei),
and let F ′=F( e1
√
p1; : : : ; es
√
ps), where pi ∈F is such that v(pi)= 7i; pi ¿ 0. Use
the primitive element theorem to pick q∈ >F so that F ′=F(q). By our construction,
V ′=W .
(2) Value transcendental case. Suppose U =Z⊕W , an ordered Abelian extension
of W with Z in$nite cyclic. Pick q∈ >F so that the value group of F(q) is W (as
in Case 1). By Theorem 1.1, the exponents  such that x appears in q generate W
over V . Since W=V is $nite there is an element 4∈W such that the exponents  such
that x appears in q and 6 4 generate W over V . Replacing  by − if necessary,
we can assume ¿ 0. Replacing  by  + 4 if necessary, we can assume ¿4. Let
=w+x, where w is obtained from q by truncating the terms in x with ¿. Then
F ′=F() is value transcendental over F and, by Theorems 1.1 and 2.4, the value
group of F ′ is V ′=Z⊕W =U .
(3) Residue transcendental case. Pick q∈ >F so that the value group of F(q) is
W (as in Case 1). Choose 4 as in Case 2 and let =w + rx4, where w is ob-
tained from q by truncating the terms in x with ¿ 4 and r ∈R \ > (if such r
exists). Then F ′=F() is residue transcendental over F and V ′=W by Theorems 1.1
and 2.4.
(4) Immediate transcendental case. Suppose $rst that V ⊆ W ⊆ >V and W=V is
$nite. Pick q∈ >F so the value group of F(q) is W . Pick q′ ∈ >((V )) \ >F (if such
an element exists). Multiplying q′ by an element of F of suPciently large value, we
can assume the exponents  such that x appears in q and ¡ generate W over
V , where = v(q′). Take S = the set of elements ∈ >V such that there exists a∈ >F
such that v(q+ q′ − a)=  and let  be obtained from q+ q′ by truncating the terms
with value not in S. Then F ′=F() is immediate transcendental, and clearly V ′=W
by Theorems 1.1 and 2.4. Next suppose V ⊆ W ⊆ >V and that W=V is countably
in$nite. Pick generators 1; 2; : : : for W over V . We can assume each i is positive.
Let 71 = 1; 72 = 1 + 2; : : : : Then 71 ¡72 ¡ · · · and these elements generate W over
V . Pick qi ∈ >F so that the value group of F(qi) is contained in W and v(qi)= 7i (using
Case 1). Let p1 = q1; i1 = 1. Not all of the 7i are in the value group of F(p1). Let i2
be the $rst i such that 7i is not in the value group of F(p1), and let p2 =p1 + qi2 .
Similarly, let i3 be the $rst i such that 7i is not in the value group of F(p2) and let
p3 =p2 +qi3 , etc. In this way we get a sequence of elements p1; p2; : : : in >F . Let S be
the set of elements of >V which are ¡7ik for some k (so the sequence 7i1 ¡7i2 ¡ · · ·
is co$nal in S and S has no largest element). Also take  to be the power series in
>(( >V )) such that  has no term in x if  ∈ S, and such that v( − pj)¿ 7ij . Then
F ′=F() is immediate transcendental over F and V ′=W .
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Remark 5.3. It can also be shown that the residue $eld extension can be prescribed
arbitrarily, subject to the restriction imposed by Theorem 5.1; cf. [13].
6. Characterization of ℵ0-saturated real closed elds
Let an ordinal  be given. Recall that a totally ordered set 8 is an 9-set, if given
81; 82 subsets of 8 of cardinality ¡ℵ and such that 81 ¡82 then there exists ∈8
such that 81 ¡¡82. For example 8 is a dense linear orderings without endpoints
if and only if 8 is an 90-set. Also, since the theory of dense linear orderings without
endpoints admits elimination of quanti$ers [22], it follows that a dense linear order-
ing without endpoints is ℵ-saturated (as ordered set) if and only if it is an 9-set.
In [1], a beautiful valuation theoretic characterization of ordered Abelian groups and
ordered $elds which are 9-sets for a nonzero  is given. Divisible ordered Abelian
groups (respectively, real closed $elds) are o-minimal [18]. Thus for ℵ ¿ℵ0, they
are ℵ-saturated as ordered groups (respectively ordered $elds) if and only if they
are ℵ-saturated as ordered sets, that is, if and only if they are 9-sets [12]. Thus,
one obtains easily from Alling’s characterization a characterization of the ℵ-saturated
divisible ordered Abelian groups and real closed $elds, for uncountable ℵ. This char-
acterization, however, does not cover the case of the ℵ0-saturated models. In [12] this
case was studied for divisible ordered Abelian groups:
Theorem 6.1. Let G =0 be a divisible ordered Abelian group. Then G is ℵ0-saturated
(in the language of ordered groups) if and only if its value set is a dense linear
ordering without endpoints and all its Archimedean components are isomorphic to R.
We consider here the case of real closed $elds. Below, let R denote a real closed
$eld, v its natural valuation, G its value group and < its residue $eld. We prove the
following
Theorem 6.2. Let ℵ¿ℵ0; then R is ℵ-saturated (in the language of ordered 6elds)
if and only if
(1) G is ℵ-saturated;
(2) <  R;
(3) every pseudo Cauchy sequence in a sub6eld of absolute transcendence degree less
than ℵ has a pseudo limit in R.
Before proving the theorem let us note the following. Since R is real closed, G is di-
visible, and thus, by elimination of quanti$ers [22], is o-minimal as noted above. More
precisely, a formula (x; g1; : : : ; gn) in one free variable x and parameters g1; : : : ; gn ∈G
is equivalent to a $nite union of intervals with endpoints in 〈g1; : : : ; gn〉 ∪ {−∞;+∞}
(for A ⊂ G; 〈A〉 denotes the smallest divisible subgroup of G containing A). Thus, if
q is a complete 1-type over G with parameters in A ⊂ G, to realize q it is necessary
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and suPcient to realize the following set of formulas (determined by q):
{g6 x; g∈ 〈A〉; q  g6 x} ∪ {x6 h; h∈ 〈A〉; q  x6 h}:
Similarly, by elimination of quanti$ers [22], R is o-minimal. That is, a formula 
(x; a1; : : : ; an) with parameters in A= {a1; : : : ; an} ⊂ R is equivalent to a $nite union of
intervals with endpoints in Q(A)∪{−∞;+∞} (here Q(A) denotes the relative algebraic
closure of Q(A) in R.) Thus, if q is a complete 1-type over R with parameters in A ⊂ R,
to realize q it is necessary and suPcient to realize the set
{b6 x; b∈Q(A); q  b6 x} ∪ {x6 c; c∈Q(A); q  x6 c}:
Now we prove the theorem. Suppose that (1), (2), and (3) are satis$ed, we show that
R is ℵ-saturated. By (2), we identify < with R.
Let A ⊂ R with cardA¡ℵ and q a 1-type over R with parameters in A (w.l.o.g.,
assume that q is a complete type). We want to realize q in R. By the remark preceeding
the proof, it is enough to realize in R the set
q′(x)= {b6 x; b∈Q(A); q  b6 x} ∪ {x6 c; c∈Q(A); q  x6 c}:
If q′(x) contains an equality, the result is obvious. So suppose that we only have strict
inequalities in q′(x).
Set R′=Q(A); B= {b∈R′ ; q  b¡x}; C = {c∈R′; q  x¡c}. Let R′′ be an
elementary extension of R in which q is realized; and x0 ∈R′′ s.t. R′′ |= q(x0). Consider
the following subset of v(R′′):
8= {v(d− x0); d∈R′}:
There are three cases to consider.
Immediate transcendental case: 8 has no largest element. Thus,
∀d∈R′∃d′ ∈R′: v(d′ − x0)¿v(d− x0):
Let {v(d3 − x0)}3¡4 be co$nal in 8, then {d3}3¡4 is a pseudo Cauchy sequence in
R′ and tr deg(R′|Q)¡ℵ. Let a∈R be a pseudo limit. We claim that a realizes q′(x);
indeed we have
v(a− x0)= v(a− d3 + d3 − x0)¿min{v(a− d3); v(d3 − x0)}
and
v(a− d3)= v(d3+1 − d3)= v(x0 − d3);
thus for all 3 we have v(a − x0)¿ v(d3 − x0); thus for all d∈R′ we have v(a −
x0)¿v(d− x0).
Let b∈B; we show that b¡a. If not, b¿ a, so a6 b¡x0, which implies that
v(b− x0)¿ v(a− x0), contradiction. Similarly one shows that if c∈C, then a¡c.
Value transcendental case: Assume now that 8 has a largest element  ∈ v(R′),
and $x d0 ∈R′ s.t. v(d0 − x0)=  is the maximum of 8. Note that if d0 ∈B, then for
all d∈R′ with v(d − x0)=  we must have d∈B, and if d0 ∈C, then for all d∈R′
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with v(d− x0)=  we must have d∈C. Assume $rst d0 ∈B (the case d0 ∈C is treated
similarly). Consider 81 = {v(c − d0); c∈C} and 82 = {v(b− d0); b∈B; b¿d0}, we
claim that 81 ¡¡82. Indeed since d0 ∈B, we must have v(c−x0)¡ for all c∈C,
thus
v(c − d0)= v(c − x0 + x0 − d0)=min{v(c − x0); v(x0 − d0)}= v(c − x0)¡:
If b∈B , b¿d0 then v(x0− b)¿ v(x0− d0)=  and equality must hold since  is the
largest element. Thus,
v(b− d0)= v(b− x0 + x0 − d0)¿min{v(b− x0); v(x0 − d0)}= :
Since  ∈ v(R′) we must have v(b− d0)¿. This establishes our claim. Hence,
t(y)= {v(c − d0)¡y; c∈C}∪˙{y¡v(b− d0); b∈B; b¿d0}
is a type in G with parameters in G′= v(R′). If ℵ ¿ℵ0 then cardG′¡ℵ and we
can realize t(y) in G by condition (1) of the theorem. If ℵ =ℵ0, then R′ is a real
closed $eld of $nite absolute transcendence degree, so G′ has $nite rational rank [24,
Section 10]. Thus if {g1; : : : ; gn} is a Q-basis of G′, then t(y) is in fact a type in the
parameters {g1; : : : ; gn}, hence can be realized by some g∈G (since G is ℵ0-saturated).
Let a∈R, a¿ 0 s.t. v(a)= g, then (by de$nition of t(y))
∀c∈C ∀b∈B : b¿d0 ⇒ v(c − d0)¡v(a)¡v(b− d0);
hence (by compatibility of v with the order)
∀c∈C ∀b∈B : b¿d0 ⇒ b− d0 ¡a¡c − d0;
i.e.,
∀c∈C ∀b∈B : b¿d0 ⇒ b¡a+ d0 ¡c;
which implies
∀c∈C ∀b∈B : b¡a+ d0 ¡c;
so a+ d0 ∈R realizes q′(x) as required.
Residue transcendental case: Assume now that the largest element  of 8 is in v(R′),
and $x a¿ 0, a∈R′ and d0 ∈R′ s.t. v(d0 − x0)= = v(a).
Claim. There exist b0 ∈B and c0 ∈C s.t. for all b∈B with b¿ b0 and for all c∈C
with c6 c0 we have
v(b− d0)= = v(a)= v(c − d0)
(note that then for such b’s and c’s we will also have v(b−x0)= v(x0−d0)= = v(c−
x0)).
Indeed, since v(d0− x0)= v(a) there exists n∈N s.t. na¿ |x0−d0|¿a=n. If d0 ∈B
(i.e. d0 ¡x0) we set c0 =d0 + na and b0 =d0 + a=n. Clearly, c0 ¿x0 so c0 ∈C and
b0 ¡x0 so b0 ∈B. Moreover, v(b0−d0)= v(a=n)= v(a)= v(na)= v(c0−d0). For b∈B,
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b¿b0 and c∈C, c¡c0 we have d0 ¡b0 ¡b¡c¡c0. Thus, v(b − d0)6 v(b0 −
d0)=  and = v(c0−d0)6 v(b−d0); hence equality must hold. Similarly, one shows
that = v(c − d0).
If d0 ∈C (i.e. d0 ¿x0) we set b0 =d0 − na and c0 =d0 − a=n. Clearly, c0 ¿x0 so
c0 ∈C and b0 ¡x0 so b0 ∈B. Moreover, v(b0−d0)= v(−na)= v(a)= v(−a=n)= v(c0−
d0). For b∈B, b¿b0 and c∈C, c¡c0 we have b0 ¡b¡c¡c0 ¡d0. Thus,
= v(b0 − d0)6 v(b− d0) and = v(c0 − d0)¿ v(b− d0); hence equality must hold.
Similarly, one shows that = v(c − d0). This establishes the claim.
Consider{
b− d0
a
¡x′′; b∈B; b¿ b0
}
∪
{
x′′¡
c − d0
a
; c∈C; c6 c0
}
:
If x′′ ∈R realizes this, then x′= x′′ · a∈R realizes
{b− d0 ¡x′; b∈B; b¿ b0} ∪ {x′¡c − d0; c∈C; c6 c0};
thus x′ + d0 ∈R realizes q′(x). Thus we just need to $nd x′′. Assume that d0 ∈B (the
case d0 ∈C is treated similarly). Note that by the claim for all b∈B with b¿ b0 and
for all c∈C with c6 c0 we have
v
(
b− d0
a
)
= v
(
x0 − d0
a
)
= v
(
c − d0
a
)
=0
and taking residues,
b− d0
a
¡
x0 − d0
a
¡
c − d0
a
(note that the inequalities are strict, since otherwise we get a contradiction to the
maximality of v(a) in 8). Consider the cut in the reals{
b− d0
a
; b∈B; b¿ b0
}
∪˙
{
c − d0
a
; c∈C; c6 c0
}
:
By the above strict inequalities, r′′:=(x0 − d0)=a=∈R satis$es that{
b− d0
a
; b∈B; b¿ b0
}
¡r′′¡
{
c − d0
a
; c∈C; c6 c0
}
:
Let x′′ ∈R s.t. x′′= r′′ (x′′ exists by condition (2) of the theorem). This completes the
residue transcendental case, and the only if direction of the proof.
Now suppose that R is ℵ-saturated. We show that (1), (2), and (3) must hold.
(1) Let q(x) be a type in the parameters {g; ∈ 3} ⊂ G with 3¡ℵ (w.l.o.g.
assume q is a complete type). Set H = 〈{g; ∈ 3}〉. It suPces to realize in G the set
{g6 x; g∈H; q(x)  g6 x} ∪ {x6 g; g∈H; q(x)  x6 g}:
If the set contains an equality, the result is clear. So suppose that we only have strict
inequalities.
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For every ∈ 3, $x a ∈R, a ¿ 0 s.t. v(a)= g. If g∈H and g= q1g1 + · · ·+qngn
with q1; : : : ; qn ∈Q, then g= v(aq11 · : : : · aqnn), where for simplicity we agree to choose
aqii ¿ 0 for all i∈{1; : : : ; n}. Let
H1 = {g∈H ; q(x)  g¡x} and H2 = {g∈H ; q(x)  x¡g}
and consider
q′(x) = {naq11 · : : : · aqnn ¡ x; n∈N; v(aq11 · : : : · aqnn)∈H2}
∪˙{mx¡aq11 · : : : · aqnn ; m∈N; v(aq11 · : : : · aqnn)∈H1}:
Since R is a dense linear ordering without endpoints, q′(x) is $nitely realizable in R.
Thus, q′(x) is a type in the parameters {a; ∈ 3} with 3¡ℵ. Hence q′(x) is realized
in R, say by a. It is clear that v(a) realizes q(x).
(2) By hypothesis, (R;+; 0;¡) is ℵ0-saturated, so by Theorem 3:1, all archimedean
components are isomorphic to R. In particular, <  R.
(3) Let (aB)B¡4 be a pseudo Cauchy sequence in a sub$eld R0 of R s.t. tr deg (R0|Q)=
3¡ℵ. Let {b; ∈ 3} be a transcendence basis of R0 over Q. Then every element
of R0 is de$nable by a formula with parameters in {b; ∈ 3}. Consider
q1(x)= {n|x − aB+1|¡ |aB − aB+1|; B¡4; n∈N};
then q1(x) is a set of formulas in the parameters {b; ∈ 3}. Moreover, q1(x) is $nitely
satis$ed in R since (aB)B¡4 is pseudo Cauchy. Hence q1(x) is a type, and it is clear
that a realization of q1(x) in R is a pseudo limit of the sequence. This completes the
proof of the theorem.
Corollary 6.3. If R is a maximally valued real closed 6eld; then R is not saturated.
Proof. Let card R=ℵ, R saturated and maximally valued. Let G= v(R), then R 
R((G)). By the theorem, G is also ℵ-saturated and thus contains a well-ordered subset
of cardinality ℵ. It follows that cardR((G))¿ 2ℵ ¿ℵ, contradiction.
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